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Executive Summary -  Month 3 (June 2022)
          

Savings Plan at M3 £1.1m 

Overall at M3 the Council is forecasting a £573k 
overspend:
Community Services: £200k overspend – 4.9% of committee budget
Housing General Fund: balanced
Planning Policy: £124k additional costs – 10.3% of committee budget
Resources £244k overspend – 3.9% of committee budget
Corporate Items: net £5k overspend

M3 headlines are set out on the next slide, with full detail in the 
Annex

Capital Programme Forecast M3

Revenue Forecast M3

At Q1, £60k slippage is forecast against the Housing General Fund Budget.  
Further detail is set out on Slide 6. 

The not achievable is due to shortfall in intra authority 
recharges (£12k);

Due to the dependency to find new tenants for the 
Oxted Offices the saving of £50k is doubtful

*Budget approved 
by S&R 
Committee on 
30th June 2022, 
consisting of 
£16.2m original 
budget and £9m 
carry forwards 
from 2021/22.



Revenue Summary by Committee M3

Key Message: Committees are projecting a full year £573k deficit, mainly relating to:

Community Services: overspend £200k – £200k indictive pressure in Waste services due contractual commitments to inflation and labour 
costs indexation (value to be confirmed)
Housing Services: Balanced with Housing Benefit pressures offset by more effective use of the Homelessness grant to meet existing cover 
staff costs
Planning Policy: overspend £124k - £122k Planning Application service currently heavily reliant on contract staff (£178k) and external 
counsel (£45k) offset by increased planning income (-£103k)
Resources: overspend £244k- £144k overspend due to the potential for expiring leases, and uncertainty on renewal impact on rental 
income; £54k staffing; £30k software and telephone usage and £16k due to Boundary Review and additional Dem Services costs 
Note: Of the £244k overspend, £36k relates to vacancy factor which should materialise over the course of the year through staff turnover
Corporate Items: net overspend £5k  
One-off: Investment Properties - Quadrant House has a new tenant target of £120k which remains to be met.  Offset by £200k Government 
grant received in 2021/22 to alleviate the cost of Covid-19 impacts on workload, not needed in the 2021/22 outturn position. 
Ongoing: Cost of collection funding from Government (Council Tax and Business Rates) is based on the value of business rates and is not 
sufficient to meet the budget. (£69k) plus a shortfall of £12k shortfall in expected General Fund recharges.

Mitigation through contingencies

Offsetting the deficit identified are 
contingencies as follows:
• £100k – Planned reserve contribution
• £117k - General contingencies within the 

2022/23 budget
• £317k – Set aside to meet known 

2022/23 risks at 2021/22 outturn, less 
£50k used for £450 cost of living support

Totalling £484k – a balanced outcome is 
therefore deemed to be achievable



Saving Plans Delivery
Summary and Projection Delivery by Committee

Commentary
Total plan of £1.1m - forecasting c£1.1m (99%)  delivery
• £12k (c1%) unachievable (Black); 

§ shortfall in intra authority recharges(£12k) 
There is a risk to programme delivery from:

• £50k (5%) doubtful (Red); due to dependency to find new 
tenants for the Town Hall saving

• £219k is rated amber, predominantly in S&R

Key:
Black – Under target
Red – No Plan, unrealistic timescales and/or Consultation 
assessment required
Amber – Deliverable but no agreed plan, uncertain timescale and 
Consultations required
Green – Clear plans, Realistic Timescale & Consultation 
complete
Blue – Delivered / Achieved

Mitigations
£50k Town Hall income saving: The service is taking 
mitigating action to identify new tenants and renew existing 
where possible. Two marketing agents are employed, 
adaptions are under consideration and, and the Council is 
extending the security hours related to the offices for 
tenants to further develop interest. 
£219k Amber savings: Predominantly relates to Tranche 3 
savings (agreed by S&R committee on 30th June 2022).  At 
Q3 these were deemed amber but plans set out at 30th 
June committee will result in them being regraded to green 
on next review.



Capital Summary by Committee

• At Q1 a net variance of £60k (reduced spend) is forecast in the Housing General Fund.  

• Further variances were reported within the Housing Revenue Account Capital Budget, at this point assumed to be net nil overall.

• The detail for each committee has been reported to individual meetings.  The S&R programme is included on Slide 17.



Additional Information

Recommendation to Committees:
Community Services, & Planning Policy
§ Note the financial position

Housing
§ Note the financial position
§ Receive HRA Outturn and M3 Position separately

Strategy & Resources
§ Note the financial position
§ Approve the Virements from Corporate Items and 

Resources

Debt as at 30 June 2022
Update to set out the direction of travel for debt recovery. 
Direction of travel has been RAG rated as follows; 
Red – deteriorates by over 10% against target;
Amber – deteriorates by less than 10% against target
Green – improves against target

Sundry Debt, HBOP and HRA:

Note debts older than six months for HRA and Sundry 
but one year for HBOP
HRA: Within this position is current and former tenants 
debt. Current tenants debt has fallen by 7% over the last 
three months (£254k Q1: £274k 21/22). However former 
tenants has nearly doubled (£297k Q1: £170k 21/22)
Collection Fund (2019/20 used as pre-Covid 
baseline):

Reporting Steps:

•Pack distributed to Extended Management Team

Finalisation & Sign off

•8 Sept - Community Services – Postponed, but papers issued
•15 Sept – Housing – Postponed but papers issued
•22 Sept – Planning Policy
•29 Sept – Strategy & Resources

Committee meeting



ANNEX

DETAILED REVENUE AND CAPITAL
• M3 Forecast – Committee Detail (slides 9 to 12)

• Budget Virements Summary (slide 13)

• Financial Risks and Opportunities (slide 14 - 16)



Revenue Commentary Communities

Communities Services overspend £200k due to:
• £200k Waste Services due to potential contract indexation and labour costs inflation.  This is deemed to be ongoing but mitigations are being 

explored within the Committee



Revenue Commentary Housing and Planning:

Planning Policy overspend £124k 

                                                                                          Housing General Fund, balanced

The variance is comprised of:
• Greater than expected spend on counsel on 

resulting from the decision to serve injunctions 
rather than enforcement notices

• Salaries due to a continuing heavy dependence on 
contract staff in the first quarter of the financial year

• Greater than anticipated on external consultant 
advice and late invoice from SCC historic build for 
fees due in 2021/22

• Offset by planning application fee income being 
better than expected income in the first 3 months

The service is endeavouring to take mitigating action 
by transitioning from contract to permanent staff; 
greater dependence on injunctions to deter planning 
breaches and reduce cost of appeals

• Housing Benefit currently assumes that 
expenditure is matched by the 
Government, however this is not the 
case.

• In prior years (inc 2021/22) the shortfall 
in Government support has been offset 
by applying Homelessness grant to 
legitimate costs elsewhere in the 
committee

• This forecast reflects the assumption 
that one will offset the other, however 
further refinement is needed

• The 2023/24 budget will be updated to 
reflect a realistic position



Revenue Commentary – Strategy and Resources

Strategy & Resources overspend £244k mainly due to:

Ongoing Pressures:
• £144k Office Services - reduced income recovery from Council office rentals. The service has a savings target of £50k for new tenants 

compounded by expiring leases and non-renewal.  The service is taking mitigating action to identify new tenants and renew existing 
where possible

• £47k Information Technology – overspend due to £30k for Software and Telephone usage and £17k vacancy factor
• £33k Legal Services – overspend due to £19k vacancy factor, and staff turnover resulting in employee cost variances
• £16k Democratic Services overspend – Elections overspend driven by a combination of statutory annual canvas and registration of 

electors expenses (printing, postage, door to door canvassing), as well as estimated costs in preparation for the ward boundary review. 
Mitigation sought by reviewing suppliers contracts for improved value for money and seeking commensurate savings



Revenue Commentary Corporate Items

Corporate Items overspend £5k; mainly due to: 
One-off: 

Investment Properties - Quadrant House has a new tenant target of £120k which remains to be met.  Offset by £200k Government new 
burdens grant carried over from 2021/22

Ongoing:

£69k shortfall in cost of collection funding from Government (Business Rates) which is based on the value of business rates and is not 
sufficient to meet the budget. (£69k) 

£12k shortfall in expected General Fund recharge income

Due to higher Bank Bases rate – short term interest receivable has increased by £21k

Note: Transformation will be funded from Capital Receipts and any residual or new Covid-19 impact will be funded from Covid-19 reserve  
 



• There have been 3 virements since the beginning of the year

• The 2021/22 revenue budget was approved by Council on 13th February 2021, at £11.351m

• As part of the March S&R paper (Column 1 above), the Tranche 2 amounts for vacancy factor and increments were 
distributed

• Since then, the following changes have been made; 

§ £0.450m – distributing the Tranche 3 savings (Back Office and Management restructure) across Resources

§ £0.270m – reassignment from Revenues & Benefits of cost of collection funding that sits better with Corporate Items, 
along with other Collection Fund technical items

§ The above totalling £0.180m in the adjustments column

Revenue Position – Budget Tracker



Revenue Risks (1) 
These risks have not been included in the budget monitoring position unless otherwise stated



Revenue Risks (2) 
These risks have not been included in the budget monitoring position unless otherwise stated



Revenue Opportunities
These opportunities have not been included in the budget monitoring position



Capital Budget – Strategy and Resources

• The Capital Budget was approved by Full Council on 2nd February 2022 at £1.784m.

• This was supplemented by £3.057m of carry forwards from 2021/22 as part of the outturn report to S&R on 30th June 2022

• The total budget for 2022/23 is therefore £4.841m

• The budget has been reviewed for deliverability at Q1 and at present it is deemed to be deliverable

• Spend across the Committee’s schemes is c.£1.2m (25%) at Q1.


